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LegiTeam: Kinstellar is recruiting a junior to mid-level Litigation Lawyer

Kinstellar is a full-service law firm, taking on the most complex and high-profile assignments from some of

the world’s most successful companies and law firms, who expect the highest level of service and expertise.

We are an energetic dispute resolution practice, with exposure to complex dispute resolution matters and

colleagues who help each other out by growing together on a daily basis. We promote each other’s strengths

and overcome challenges together - clients appreciate our energy, seamless commitment and strategic

thinking. We move forward and remain driven.

Therefore, we are looking for a qualified lawyer who has minimum two (2) to five (5) years of practical and

broad experience in the dispute resolution practice of an international or reputable domestic law firm or an

in-house position, to practice in our Bucharest team with preference for any or all of the following skills

sets/practice:

•    have a law degree from a reputable Romanian university and is member of the Bucharest Bar;

•    have solid knowledge of law;

•    experience in all kinds of litigation is welcome, including employment litigation and white-collar crime;

•    find motivation in working on complex matters for international clients and global law firms;

•    are flexible and want to work in a team that is praised for the consistently high quality of their work;

•    are team players with passion for excellence;

•    has full professional proficiency in English.

Experience in employment and labour and/or compliance matters is an advantage.

The job will involve client facing, representation before courts, prosecution offices and other jurisdictional or

control/investigative bodies, as well as matter management responsibilities from the outset to completion projects,

and will involve responsibility for multiple projects at any given time.

If you are looking to take the next step up in your career and make a valued contribution, this is a fantastic

opportunity for you to join an independent law firm across the region and be part of our success.  To this end, we

offer:

•    Professional development in a leading CEE law firm and interesting work for reputable local and international

clients (more information at www.kinstellar.com)

•    A modern and dynamic flexible work environment;

•    Technical and soft skills training and development across practice groups and jurisdictions;

•    Very attractice compensation including future salary growth and annual performance bonus; and

•    Private medical services subscription.

How to apply: 

We are looking for the best and brightest to help us continue to grow. If that sounds like something you would like

to be a part of, please, send your application (CV focused on describing your practical experience and cover letter)

in English to Manuela Leptiher, Bucharest HR Manager at hr.bucharest@kinstellar.com. Please specify the

position you are applying for.

All applications will be treated with strict confidentiality.
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